Date: 10/18/2017

Watts (2735, JP)
Exchange: TSE 1
Sector: Retail
Market Cap: JPY16.1 billion
P/B: 1.6x (8/16 act)

Recommendation: OUTPERFORM
Share Price: JPY1,152 (10/18/2017)
Target Price: JPY1,597
P/E: 16.9x (8/17 CE)
Div. Yield: 1.3% (8/18 CE)

Highlight –Slower growth but undervaluation increased METRICAL raised Watts (2735, JP) to OUTPERFORM from HOLD for 12-month
horizon. Target price has been revised upward slightly to JPY1,597 from
JPY1,590 of the previous report on July 16th 2017. On valuation, the share
price increased upside potential in the short run, as it plunged from the year
high of JPY1,500 on August 7th 2017. However, its overall environment has
been intact primarily and its earnings are expected to grow at moderate pace,
in line with company guidance for FY8/2018 and FY8/2019. Watts posted its
earnings guidance to gain 4.4% YoY in sales and +20% YoY in OP for ongoing
FY8/2019 but simultaneously revised down its Mid-Term Management Plan
(MTP) right now at this moment.

Business Description
Watts was founded 1995 in Osaka and has grown to the 4th largest JPY100
shop in Japan, acquiring JPY100 shop operators such as Saitama based OThree in 2007 and Okayama based Daisen in 2013 and an import sundry
wholesaler Amano in 2010. Watts has expanded its JPY100 shop business to
overseas market such as Thailand, China, Malaysia, Vietnam, Peru and Mexico.
but most of revenue comes from domestic business as shown the bar Chart on
left. Watts has set its basic business strategies such as low cast operation, low
cost store development and great value of daily life goods in differentiation
from other 3 competitors. In short, Watts runs low cost operation at small
outlets of 230 square meters on average and providing great value daily items
to customers, whereas competitors operate larger stores of 330–1,000 square
meters. Daiso (privately owned) makes JPY420 billion sale from 3,150 stores,
Seria (2783, JP) sells JPY145 billion at 1,369 stores, Cando (2698, JP) also
earns JPY69 billion revenue from 982 stores for FY2015. Watts sells JPY47
billion at 1,083 outlets at store brand name as ‘Silk”, ‘meets’ and newly
launched “Watts’ and “Watts With.’
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Industry Overview and Competitive Positioning
Industry Overview
History of JPY100 shops
1990s
JPY100 shops rapidly grew in mid-1990s as Japan’s economy deteriorated
after bubble economy collapsed. Consumers that strengthened budget mind
highly supported the emerging retailers in depression. Meantime, China’s
production increasingly improved and stronger JPY rates helped the retailers’
cost of goods sold lower.
2000s
JPY100 shop was no longer niche business. Sales of Daiso increased from
JPY48 billion for FY1997 to JPY281 billion for FY2003 but slowed to grow to
single digit pace from FY2004. Tailwind of deflation economy and consumer’s
budget mind continued but customers come to buy goods more selectively,
while other retailers such as super market, discount stores and DIY retailers
developed private brand selling at low price. Low price goods were not selling
at only JPY100 shops. JPY100 operators started to find differentiation strategy.
Some JPY100 operators sold goods not only at JPY100 but multi prices. It was
2004 Seria introduced real time POS for the first time in this sector. Daiso,
Cando and Watts followed far later after 2012.
2010s
JPY100 shops are expanding to shopping malls. Developers consider JPY100
shops as featured store that collect many consumers. In fact, food court and
JPY100 shops are the most popular sites. Developers are very likely to lease
shopping space to a shop that is anticipated to gather more consumers. GMS
and Super Market chain are losing costumers and many of them make revenue
from property leasing revenue like a developer. They also expect JPY100
shops to call customers into their stores. In this market trend, Seria has
expanded stylish stores to bring young customers. Competitors are following
the store development.
Change in Environment
Customer Value
Any goods were sold out easily at JPY100 shop in 1990s if just put price tag of
JPY100. But low price commodities are not special after tons of private brand
goods arrive at stores in mid-2000s. Customer value seems to be changing and
diversified. Just cheap goods remain unsold at store. Conversely, ‘premium’
private brand at convenience stores are highly supported in these days.
Customers are more likely to visit not only to buy daily items and expendables
but to expect to find something new or something different goods even at
JPY100 shop rather than. In fact, sale in months holding event such as
Halloween, Christmas, Valentine Day is increasing year by year. Customers are
expecting to buy special goods for their extraordinary event.
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External Environment
Currency rates are one of the factors that have greatly influenced the
profitability of JPY100 shop operators, as the retailers import many of goods
from China. USD/JPY hit the bottom at 75 in 2011 and moved higher due to
massive quantitative easing by Bank of Japan. When USD/JPY gets stronger,
JPY100 shop chains try to make goods smaller or change to lower cost
material (i.e. from glass to plastic). No one can expect the direction of
currencies but company management should not run a company on optimistic
view of further appreciation of JPY rates.
Competitive Positioning
Basic Business Strategy
Low cost store development
Watts expanded to 1,049 stores, most of which are smaller size stores of 230
sq meter on average. Its low cost store development system ensables the
company to run a small size site selling JPY3.6 million per month on average.
A smaller site tends to lower rent, as competitors need larger site for larger
sale. Low opening cost beneffits to low closing cost, too. Lighter
opening/closing cost enables quick decision of scrup and build and this helps
flexible store expansion for growing to more than 1,000 outlets.

Low cost operation
Its store operation aims at a completely low cost operation. By eliminating
waste work, store sttaff can focus on more customer service than other work.
Watts standardized store works enable part-time employees to operate a
store for themselves. A supervisor manages normally 6-7 stores in a area.
Great value daily goods
Above 2 lower cost operations boost product development. Watts has been
promoting private brand goods named ‘Watts Select’ since 2010. ‘Watts Select’
appeals customers its great value, showing its more volume or made of higher
quality than a similar product. Watts aims at increasing loyal customers,
offering great value goods. Watts has expanded business on its basic business
strategy, but revised the strategy to meet cahange in market environment.
Revised Business Strategy
Low cost store development
Watts has focused on developing small size stores, which would benehit to
differenciate from competitors. However, not only shopping mall but also
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super market is more likely to rent a tenant who calls more customers and
different category of customers into its store, as super market cannot stop
loosing customers. While competitors are developing stylish outlets recently,
competitive store design becomes a factor of renewing leasing and new rent
contract. Due to this environment, Watts decided to develop more fashionable
stores as ‘Watts’ store in August 2015. Performance of ‘Watts’ stores is so far
so good, increasing approximately 20% sales for a year. Renovation of a new
brand store is higher but positive sale and store design would be positive
effect on leasing contract with landlord as company expected.
Low cost operation
Its ‘Silk’ and ‘meets’ stores have been well operated by part-time employees
without POS. As its hot-seller items were normally regular items, even parttime staff could easily predict how many they should order. This saved IT
system expenses. However, as customer need is diversified, in-store inventory
was getting higher. POS data and automated order system help store staff to
reduce workload at stores in large cities where it is not easy to hire part-time
workers due to labor shortage. Installing POS will add a few hundred million
Yen for the investment.
Great value daily goods
Watts has mainly targeted at a homemaker who lives in neighborhood and
frequently buys daily items and expendables. To increase loyal customers, the
company has promoted great value goods as ‘Watts Select’ from 2010 but the
number of the private brand items decreased to 100 items in 2016 from its
peak of 220 items in 2014 in line with depreciation of JPY rates. ‘Watts Select’
is like a bargain good for highly appealing customers, but has to decrease the
number of items if profit margin comes under pressure on weaker JPY rates.
OP margin of the company decreased to 2.6% in FY03/2016 from 5% in
FY08/2012. In order to enhance profit margin, Watts is gradually to move to
data based merchandizing helped by POS data, which collects customer need.
Competitive Positioning
In each business strategy, competitive positioning is analyzed further below.
Low cost store development (key: Sales growth)
Higher ‘Watts’ brand store development cost pulled SGA/Sales up to 35.7% in
1Q FY08/2016 from 34.4% in 1Q FY08/2015. After rebuilding development
cost of a new store that is classified in cost/benefit, SGA/Sales came to
stabilize to 34.8% and 35.0% in 3Q and 4Q FY08/2016. But it remained
slightly higher at 35.8% in 1Q and 34.3% in 2Q FY08/2017, compared with
35.7% in 1Q and 34.1% in 2Q FY08/2016. Store design necessarily became a
part of important factor for maintaining competitiveness for both of store sale
and sale space leasing with landload. In renovation plan of ‘Silk’ and ‘meets’
stores that is located in super market, “Watts With’ barand has been launched,
which maintains current floor and wall design at lower renovation cost but
looks very nicely. Such investment seems to be innevitable, as there are 6,000
JPY100 stores in this country and necessarily 3 or 4 stores competes each
other in a area. ‘Watts’ stores widens customer base from 40s and 50s to 30s
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women due to new store design. Reviewing FY08/2017 result, OP margin
inched down to 2.6% from 2,5% a year ago after improved to 3.4% and 3.0%
for 2Q and 3Q but dropped to 1.7% for 4Q due to opening cost of Søstrene
Grene. The Table below shows comparison of 3 companies in SGA/Sales and
COGS/Sales. On COGS/sales, the ratio mostly depends on sales volume, as the
larger sale of the compay is the lolwer COGS/Sales is. On SGA/Sales, Watts is
doing well, maintaing low-cost store operation compared with larger sale of
Cando, but Seria benefits from large sale volume. All 3 companies run 1,000
outlets and will have to spend renovation expense in future for keeping
competitiveness. , although Watts has accelerated renovation to Watts’ or
‘Watts with’ from ‘meets’ and “SILK’ store to 257 outlets of 1,087 stores as of
August 2017. As a result, SGA/Sales of Watts is less likely to decrease
significantly dueto such renovation cost, unless the sales increase more
rapidly, while the company forecasts 3% annual growth for the domestic
JPY100 shop business. In addition, when I visited stores of all 4 companies,
display furniture of ‘Watts’ store was the tallest. These days, a number of large
retailers set lower furniture, as Shimamura (8227, JP) replaced shorter
display and performes well. Female customers can not reach items that are
displayed at the top of it and feel lock up.

Low cost operation (key: Inventory control)
Finally, Watts installed POS in total 409 stores (38% of current total stores)
for FY08/2017. The rest of 60% stores that are consigned to super market
will not use Watts POS system. Although the company uses POS data of a
similar store, location or same area instead, it takes some time to construct
precise analysis on the operation. Another Table below shows inventory
turnover of 3 companies for the latest full year period. Apparently, the
number of Watts is the highest in Inventory/COGS of 3 companies. Reduction
of inventory is the best way of low cost operation. Watts needs further
improvement on this point, including inventory control of 60% of stores that
are in-super market with consignment sale contract and need indirect data
analysis.
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Great value daily goods (key: Combination of daily items and women items)
Due to POS installation, GPM of Watts improved to 37.9% for FY8/2017 from
37.5% for FY8/20176, as ‘Watts’ stores sell more value-added goods
increasing sundry goods replacing foods from shelves. Seria has superior
more than 10-years’ experience in using POS data analysis. It would not easy
to catch up with the IT aid merchandiser, although the software system and
device are much improved than those in 10 years ago. Cando employed POS in
2012 that updated data overnight, and switched in 2015, whereas Watts
newly adopted real-time POS in 2015. It takes some time to gather data and
construct accurate analysis. Watts’s customer base remains senior ages
(mainly 40s-50s even slightly widened to 30s women) that buy daily items. If
weaker JPY rates continue, the number of items and profitability of “Watts
Select’ will come under pressure. Seria enriches craftwork items and interior
goods and Cando is selling beauty or cosmetic goods for young women by
using Instagram. For instance, Cando lost 0.3% sale from male customers but
increased sale from female customers by 5.4% YoY and overall sales and OP
margin raised 4.3% YoY and 1.4pt for FY11/2016, as items for female
customers are generally higher gross profit margin. If Watts aims at raising
profit margin, the company should reinforce items for younger women. Watts
is likely to reinforce women items.

Business Outlook
Monthly Store Sale
The company improved existing store sale to grow +1.5% YoY compared with
company projection remaining flat at 0% YoY for FY08/2018. Improving store
sale is likely to continue due to renovation to ‘Watts’ store and POS
installation. METRICAL keeps conservative store sale for FY8/2018 at flat
compared with company projection of +1% YoY (see Table below).
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Company Outlook for Full Year FY08/2018
The company posted full year outlook. Sale will be up 4.4% YoY to JPY49,600
million and OP, RP and NP are expected to gain 19.9% YoY to JPY1,450 million,
19.5% YoY to JPY1,520 million and 10.2% YoY to JPY925 million respectively.
METRICAL forecast for FY08/2018
Based on positive outlook of monthly sale as shown Table above, earnings for
the full year will be in line with company forecast. Sales are expected to rise
4.4% YoY to JPY49,579 million and OP, RP and NP are expected to gain 20.7%
YoY to JPY1,460 million, 14.7% YoY to JPY1,460 million and 16.4% YoY to
JPY955 million respectively (see Table on appendix).
Mid-Term Outlook
Mid-tem outlook is projected based on modest existing store sale of +0.6%
YoY for FY8/2019 and 0% YoY for FY8/2020. Based on stable sale of domestic
JPY100 shop and moderate expansion of overseas and other business, the
earnings are expected to gain at mild pace for the mid-term (see Table of Sales
by Segment and Income Statement in Appendix). Sales and profits for
FY8/2018 and FY8/2019 are expected to gain in line with the company is very
likely to miss company projection, although the company has revised its
downward.

Valuation
There would be some room of revaluation for the share price. On Sum-of-theParts valuation, NAV is estimated to be JPY1,597 for FY08/2018 (E) and
JPY1,762 a share for FY08/2020 (E). On the other hand, EV/EBITDA does not
clearly show cheap on historical multiples, although it is lower than peers.
This is because profit margin such as OPM is expected to sallow to recover to
3.1% for FY8/2020 (E) from 2.5% for FY8/2017.
Sum-of-the Parts Value
Sum-of-the-Parts (SOTP) value is business value of each business segment
that uses normalized EBIT, EBITDA and FCF from FY08/2014 to
FY08/2018(E), added to net cash and long-term investment securities and
land. SOTP value is estimated to be JPY1,597 a share (28% higher than closing
price of October 13th 2017) for FY08/2018 (E) and is estimated to be JPY1,782
a share (35% discount of closing price of October 13th 2017) for
FY08/2020(E), as shown table below. The business value was based on 30x of
its normalized FCF for the period, as Market Cap/FCF is relatively similar of
the 3 companies than Market Cap/EBIT and Market/EBITDA.
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Investment Risks
3 middle-high risks are listed that are likely to hurt its earnings.
Competition in industry (Very Likely, Middle-High Risk)
Watts has developed niche market, expanding small size stores. Competition
is getting intense, as rivals are more likely to develop smaller size stores than
before. Seria announces it plans to double its market share going forward.
Also, Cando closed its diversified business in the previous year and focuses on
its core business. If the competitors really accelerate small size stores, it
would be significant risk for the company.
Weaker JPY currency (Likely, Middle Risk)
As mentioned earlier, depreciation of JPY rates will hurt gross profit margin of
‘Watts Select’ items, although Watts tries to reduce negative impact on its
earnings as much as possible. However, “Watts Select’ is its major products
and highly supported by frequent customers. Therefore, weaker JPY rates are
very likely to put the earnings downward pressure for the company. Recently,
the number of items of ‘Watts Select’ is decreasing and tries to change to data
based merchandising by using POS data.
Landlord (Likely, Middle Risk)
In these days, business consolidation and scrap and build of super market
chains are not surprised. In fact, shut down of a super market operator in the
previous year dragged on the company’s sales negatively. This is not cause by
the company not landlord, but such risk would be possibly remained as Watts
runs a lot of outlets in super market.
Aki Matsumoto, CFA
akimatsumoto@metrical.co.jp
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Appendix
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